Where has this year gone? We only have one more term with your beautiful children before they move on to grade 1. We have been working very hard this term on consolidating our knowledge on all the letters and sounds that the children were introduced to in the first half of the year. We ask that you continue to practise their letters and sounds with them. We have had a focus on using our sounds, sight words, and thinking to help us read books and write stories. You may have noticed your child has a bookmark in their book bag with the strategy they are currently working on; do encourage them to try this strategy as they read to you at home. Please talk to us if you would like tips on helping your child with their reading practice at home.

We have noticed a great improvement in the students’ independence in the mornings. Please keep supporting this progress by saying goodbye at the door and expecting that your child takes responsibility for putting their own bag and reader bag away.

The children have loved caring for our new fluffy classmates. It was such a wonderful experience for many of our children watching two of the chicks hatch live. So much of our discussions lately have been focused around the chicks. It has been wonderful watching them all grow in confidence holding the new chicks.

What an amazing incursion Bubble Play was. I think this would have to have been one of my favourite incursions of all time. The children were all so engaged and had the biggest smiles on their faces the whole time. I NEVER thought you could put someone inside a bubble, let alone 4 children. Absolutely fabulous!!!!!

Have a lovely holiday. Stacie, Jo and Rose
The children's pictures and sentence about what they liked most about our Bubble Play incursion

The best part of the Bubble incursion was getting inside the bubble. Jordan

The best part of the Bubble incursion was getting inside the bubble. Ruby

The best part of the Bubble incursion was getting inside the bubble. Harry

The best part of the Bubble incursion was getting inside the bubble. Jayden

The best part of the Bubble incursion was getting inside the bubble. Logan

The best part of the Bubble incursion was getting inside the bubble. Tahir